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and.Wednesday, October 25, 2011 I am not always good at making my own craft projects. However I
am very good at recycling unwanted things. I found this cute little snowmen out of an old
painting from the craft store and had to have it! Plus, I happen to really love things with cute
little babies on them. I am using the snowman paper again from the Neenah Arts on a Swing Kit. I
have already done the first two swing and the first paper is full of papers in two different
colors, looks cute! I used the stencil for the last part of this kit. I love that stencil!
Sunday, October 22, 2011 Now that the weather has started getting cooler, I started thinking
about winter crafts and the fact that I have a few projects I want to start. Since I had the MME
bird nests in the above pictures, I decided to make some hot glue blocks to put into the nests.
After a little research on Etsy, I found this great project and decided to make these for my
nest blocks. I really like the final result! Ingredients you need Hot Glue and a brush. I found
this at Dollar Tree. These are really really easy! You need 5 blocks and then 5 blocks of mat
board. I printed the bird on the back of the mat board. The bird is the best part! Hot Glue your
printed birds on your blocks. I did 4 in a cluster and made 3 blocks of each type. I then cut
out the bird and hot glued it to the blocks. See how cute! They can still be used as bird nests!
They are so cute and make great spring or fall decorations! I am thinking of making some with a
different theme! I want to paint some! Any suggestions? I am thinking fall, Easter, a Christmas
tree and maybe even a holiday like Kwanza! Tuesday, October 10, 2011 I love to recycle! I am
trying to use more upcycled materials
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to Get Rid of a Flea and Ticks Posted on Feb
15, 2013 Before you resort to over-thecounter and prescription medications, here
are some natural remedies you can try to get
rid of fleas, ticks and other pests. Flea
and Tick Deterrence Fleas and ticks tend to
hang out on moist, dark surfaces, and you
can help deter them by keeping the areas
around your house and yard clean. Soil mites
may be repelled by washing exposed areas
with plain, warm water. Apply a 10 percent
to 20 percent solution of baking soda, or
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wash with a 10 percent solution of chlorine,
to the floors and furniture of your home.
Spray the inside of closets and drawers with
a 20 percent solution of baking soda. Wash
bedding with a 10 percent chlorine solution.
Flea and Tick Treatments Use a spray called
Frontline applied at least every three weeks
to kill and repel fleas and ticks.
Alternately, you can treat your cat with a
topical flea treatment that provides
protection for one month. Conventional flea
repellents like DEET, cedar oil and
picaridin are also effective. If you have a
cat that suffers from fleas or ticks and you
are unable to find a prescription or topical
flea treatment, then check the health
products section of a pet store and look for
"homeopathic" or "natural" treatments.
Feverfew is an herb that has been used for
centuries to treat migraine headaches and
fever. Research shows that feverfew has
antiseptic properties that kill and repel
fleas. Even better, it seems to also help to
reduce flea attraction. As a last 3e33713323
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